Professional BI Level Case Study
Michigan Based Insurer Adds Business Intelligence (BI) Solution
as Extension of the Diamond Digital Insurance Platform
The solution is provided as a seamless
integration into Diamond, and produces
real-time, dynamic, 360-degree insights into
the carrier’s residential earthquake data.
This BI platform visualizes the data through
analytics and will provide insights needed to
track critical daily operations related to their
earthquake coverage.
The Challenge
The insurer needed a flexible solution that
could be used by anyone from novice
business users to sophisticated data analysts
with a particular emphasis on self-service
data exploration.
The Solution
Using the BI solution, Insuresoft was able to
quickly install a comprehensive set of powerful, self-service analytics tools, then promptly develop insurer-specific
requirements and enhancements to further add value. The BI solution has solved the critical client need while
increasing the value of the Diamond and provided insights into new revenue opportunities.
Professional Business Intelligence (BI) Solution
The BI solution goes beyond Insuresoft’s clients’ needs ranging from “just give me the reports” to “just give me the
data.” This BI option grows with clients as they move beyond viewing basic reports to actively combining information in
new ways. With this BI solution, Insuresoft is able to provide a way for their clients to gain the insights needed to drive
business success by having real-time conversations with their data.
From a technical standpoint, the BI solution eliminates data silos to offer 360-degree views of all the data, display
interactive data visualizations, and support data exploration in real-time. The tool is scalable, provides fast
performance, aligns with the Insuresoft cloud strategy, and integrates seamlessly with the Diamond Platform.
The BI solution increases speed to value for their clients. A win-win for all.
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Advanced BI Level Case Study
Advanced Business Intelligence Capabilities Provided to
Pennsylvania Based Insurer as Extension of the Diamond Digital
Insurance Platform
The solution is provided as a seamless

integration into Diamond, and provides the
insights needed to track critical daily

operations related to their coverage. The
platform allows Insuresoft’s client to run

both operational reporting and high-speed
analysis on the data warehouse
simultaneously.
The Challenge

The client need real-time insight into how

their business is performing and what they
can do to take advantage of opportunities
in the marketplace to move ahead of their
competition.

The Solution

Using the Advanced BI solution, Insuresoft was able to provide the client more robust BI capabilities, extend data

visualization capabilities, and enhanced analytics with real-time operational data to make forward looking decisions.
Advanced Business Intelligence (BI) Solution

This offering is an affordable comprehensive end-to-end insurance BI solution to improve profitability and reduce risk
for Insuresoft’s clients. The BI technology consolidates data across the enterprise for real-time analytics and

cutting-edge visualizations. Insuresoft’s clients can see tremendous speed to value using the intuitive interface to
access up-to-the-minute trend analysis, 150+ pre-built reports, dashboards, alerts, scorecards and much more.
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